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Sarah J. Parker
@sarahjenice

One of my favorite things about being a 
parent is introducing my kid to things I loved 
as a kid. Bought him every single Scooby-
Doo season and movie ever made.

10:38 AM • May 6, 2021

Whether it‘s an invitation to a Hogwarts sorting
ceremony party, a video tutorial for making
Cookie Monster‘s vegetable fried rice, or a
limited-edition Bugs Bunny NFT from the Space
Jam: A New Legacy film — we share what we love,
and in the new online age, many of the gifts we
give are intangible. Today, possessions of high
value are no longer material. Instead, our digital
attachments are just as sentimental as our
physical ones are. This shift is giving rise to the
passing along of a new kind of heirloom, one that
is fluid, everlasting, and crosses all generations —
entertainment heirlooms.

Families, in particular, are sharing their beloved TV
shows and movies with each other with more
speed and passion than ever before — filling their
lives with content gems. More than any other
consumer segment, parents are most likely to
agree that films and shows rescued them during
the pandemic and that they plan to consume
more content in the future.

These new family heirlooms are also moving
differently — unlike traditional heirlooms, older
generations are not the only ones sharing.
Toddlers introduce their favorite cartoon
characters to grandparents, teenagers share
superhero remakes with their parents, and siblings
exchange their preferred horror film sequels —
spurring new family bonding moments and rituals.

LETTER TO THE READER

Families are sharing their 
favorites with more 
speed and passion —
filling each other‘s lives 
with content gems

entertainment is the new heirloom
It‘s not just your grandma‘s pearls anymore —

Kat Halford
@Halfie_K

Introducing my kids to Harry Potter has 
been the best part of parenthood so far!

1:07 PM • Nov 22, 2020

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia‘s Age of Intentionalism Report, April 2021 

75%
of parents agree “it’s 
important for me to share 
the entertainment I love 
with my children”

64%
of parents agree that 
streaming content along with 
members of the family who 
are from multiple generations 
is the best way to bond
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LETTER TO THE READER

OUR APPROACH
For this report, we surveyed 1,000 parents, ages 18-54, with at least one child in the household across the U.S. to
explore the role of entertainment in the family unit and how advertisers can make an impact. We examined trends
among parents specific to their child’s age, looking into the following age groups: 0–2, 3–5, 6–12, and 13–17. For certain
themes, we also tapped WarnerMedia’s proprietary panel — TBH (To Be Honest) — to understand the various nuances
and mindsets of millennial parents.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

At WarnerMedia, 
we are creating 
these new heirlooms
We share family stories and we give families stories to
share. From the Flintstones of the Stone Age to the
Banks of Bel-Air to the Roys of New York — our iconic
programming is a permanent member of the home,
loved by all types of families at any given life stage.

What are the top 3 HBO Max shows you find the most value in your kid(s) watching and why?

Scooby-Doo and Craig of the 
Creek. We like them so much 

because they are fun, entertaining, 
inspiring, and educational.

— Parent of 3—5

Stephen Universe and Little Ellen 
because they are programs that 
explore diversity.

– Parent of 0—2

“Sesame Street. I grew up with the 
same content and know what my 
kid is watching, so we can both 
relate and discuss it.

— Parent of 0—2

“

Adventure Time and 
Crashbox. They are kind of 
out-of-the-ordinary shows.

– Parent of 6—12“
Teen Titans Go! and Tom & Jerry because 
they are very educative and funny.

– Parent of 6—12“

“
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Living through war made the Silent Generation raise their kids with an iron fist. The 80s‘ rising
divorce rates and increase of women in the workforce turned Boomers’ children into the
latchkey generation. The 90s‘ boom of parent psychology books made Gen Xers prioritize
connection over control. Scarred by economic hardships, Millennial parents feel a sense of
urgency to secure their kids’ financial future by investing time and resources into a laundry list
of extracurricular activities. Known as “intensive parenting” by experts, the Oxford Academic
reported this trend to be widely approved of by all parents regardless of generation,
economic class, or cultural background — up until now.

With each generation, 
a new parenting style emerges
Raising good humans is one of the hardest
jobs in the world — and it’s no surprise that
parenting has been an iterative process for
centuries — evolving with every generation
as each takes its own spin.

PARENTING STYLE EVOLUTION

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

The light
@ DanaonWednesday

My mama is a boomer...she has a Gen X daughter 
(47) a Millennial daughter (33) and a Gen Z daughter 
(20) and we all got different versions of her parenting. 
It’s wild.

8:51 PM • Apr 13, 2020

1960 & prior 1970s – 1980s 1990s – 2010s

Generation Silent Generation Baby Boomers Gen X & Millennials

Style Authoritarian parenting Latchkey parenting Intensive parenting

Driver Post-war anxiety Divorce rates 
& job growth Economic anxiety

Top Parental Lesson Discipline Independence Ambition



THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

Moving from intensive to 
intentional parenting
No parenting book could prepare parents for the 2020s. From teacher to playmate to
activities director, parents take on unconventional roles as caregiving gets exponentially
more difficult — all while attempting to find breathers for themselves and making more time
to connect with their kids. To survive, parents are discarding unattainable parenting
expectations. Instead of getting more intensive with parenting, parents are becoming more
intentional and are drafting new parenting guidelines together.

PARENTING TODAY

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

2020s

Generation All parents

Style Intentional parenting

Driver Pandemic anxiety

Top Parental Lesson Emotional wellness

39%
of Millennial parents feeling guilty
about the changes in their kid(s)’

life because of the pandemic 

DESPITE

87%
of Millennial parents believe the 
pandemic had a positive or no

impact on their parenting

STILL

After going through COVID, 
people’s expectations of each 
other are a little lower and it’s 
not so much pressure to be a 
perfect parent.

– Parent of 3—5

“
It’s difficult to be a strict 
parent since my child’s 
routine is so different now.

– Parent of 6—12
“

Our family bond has really 
improved due to the 
pandemic.

– Parent of 6—12
“
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Not 
at all
34%

A little
49%

A lot
17%

Amy G Dala MD
@AmyGDalaMD

Parenting things I don‘t care about 
anymore: 
When kids last showered 
Getting dressed 
Screen time 
Use of sharpies 

Parenting things I care about more: 
Wearing helmets 
Hugs
Calling/facetiming grandparents 
#ParentingInLockdown

7:40 PM • Apr 20, 2020

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

Heartschooling 101: 
The new household fun-damentals
These present-day parenting rules favor nurturing
children to be empathetic humans over grooming
them to be overachievers — introducing a new
school of the heart. Not surprisingly, the number
one rule on the list is for both adults and children
to have more fun.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

66% 
of Millennial parents 
say they will loosen 
up the rules for their 
little ones

After 2020, how much do you feel you 
will loosen your parenting style in 2021?

69%
of Millennial parents say the 
pandemic has made them 
look for more ways to have 
fun with their children 
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THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

Co-viewing takes
on bigger meaning
Parents are finding joy in co-viewing entertainment
with their children. They consider watching content
together as quality time to share and laugh
together — an experience that only gets better with
high-quality content.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

Why do you watch content with your child(ren) 
on streaming services? (Top 5 responses)

37%

41%

45%

52%

61%Gives us quality time together

We like to laugh together

I genuinely enjoy the content

Gives us something in common

We like to learn together

of parents agree “I try to 
be more present when 
watching content with 

my family”

80%

79%
of parents say they pay full 
attention when they watch 
content with their child(ren) on a 
computer, phone, tablet, or TV 

71%
of parents agree “I feel closer 
to my children when we stream 
content together than when 
we do other activities”

66% of Millennial parents agree “my 
kids love to watch my favorite 
shows/movies with me”

How has co-viewing changed
[for your family] over the course
of the year versus pre-pandemic?

We've managed to make TV 
shows and movies a part of our 
schedule... enriching our lives 
with more co-viewing/bonding.

– Parent of 9—12

“
“ We really treasure that TV 

time as together time – and 
it’s really sparked a lot of 
interest in new topics for us 
as a family.

– Parent of 13—17
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THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

No longer frenemies, 
screens are a welcomed 
friend of the family 
Despite digital detoxes and device banning campaigns of the
past, screens have become a welcomed member of the family.
In fact, 1 in 2 parents agree, “I no longer feel guilty about screen
time.” But, this time around, parents are more intentional about
usage, and they are reaping the positive effects — 64% agree
“screen time is much more than a distraction, it can be a positive
vehicle for growth.” As a result, parents are permitting more
video time than ever before.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021 10

81%
of parents agree their 
stance on video time 
has changed during 

the pandemic
67%

of parents agree "I feel 
like my children are 

growing and evolving 
because of the

content they watch

Our way of life 
changed due to the 
pandemic and screens 
served as a refuge; 
therefore, our 
perspective changed.

– Parent of 0—2

“

Our perspective on screen 
time changed because 
screens became a means 
of escape in the presence 
of the restrictions imposed 
by the pandemic.

– Parent of 3—5

“
Screen time gave us more 
quality time to be together 
and focus and grow and 
learn more about one 
another.

– Parent of 6—9

“

How has your stance on video time 
changed during the pandemic? 
(Top 5 responses)

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

I let them watch more

Where I allow them to watch (YouTube, TV, etc.)

What I allow them to watch

When I allow them watch

My need to monitor intensified 



83%
of parents say they are 
creating new traditions 

for family viewing

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

Entertainment puts the 
new in old traditions
While early streaming days fragmented consumption
across individual screens, lockdowns unified all household
members around a single screen for the go-to family
experience: movie night. Streaming has become a family
ritual, and it’s here to stay — 77% of parents think they will
watch more or the same amount of content together as a
family post pandemic.

But family movie night has gotten a makeover. Parents are
stepping beyond family-friendly territory when co-viewing
with kids — whether that‘s watching Suicide Squad or
Mortal Kombat. Over 1 in 2 parents agree that they have
been letting their kids watch slightly more mature
programming for their age since the pandemic.

They are also investing in projectors, soundbars, and
popcorn machines to elevate their viewing experience. For
families, entertainment nights are a form of creative
expression, as they bring in elements from their favorite
stories to their homes — whether that‘s cooking up Middle-
Earth-inspired meals to enjoy with a The Lord of the Rings
marathon or getting dressed up in a makeshift black cape
to tap into their most fierce self while streaming the latest
episode of Batwoman.

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH,  Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021 11

What new viewing experiences, if any, are you introducing 
in your family‘s viewing traditions? (Top 5 responses)

Holiday/seasonal 
movie-thons

1

Movie-themed 
snacks/treats

2

Discussing movie 
themes after 

watching

3

Weekend family 
movie nights 

4

Movie-themed 
games

5

68%
of parents say they 

actively set aside time to 
watch their favorite 

shows/content

#1
watching TV/movies 

climbed to #1 in the ranking 
of top family activities

(#1 in 2021 versus #2 in 2019)



Sassy Kat
@SassyKat_13

One of my favorite things is introducing 
the kiddos to some of my favorite 
movies from my childhood. 

6:28 PM • Nov 6, 2021

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS

12PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH, Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

Fandom runs in the family
Parents are doing what they can to make sure
entertainment fandoms run in the family — over 1 in
2 parents agree “I actively select content to make
sure my kids become fans of the same shows I’m a
fan of.”

Many children are entering fandoms at an early age
— some new parents are sorting their babies into
Hogwarts houses on social media, while others
throw their 1-year-olds Game of Thrones—themed
birthday parties in full “winter is coming” attire. With
many parents believing that passing down fandoms
is just as important as passing down family
traditions, it’s not surprising that entertainment has
become the new heirloom.

70%
of Millennial parents 
agree “I feel a great 

sense of pride when my 
kids watch my favorite 
old cartoons with me”

63%
of Millennial parents agree 

“passing down 
entertainment fandoms is
as important as passing
down family traditions”

Chris Porter
@CPorterMusic

I’ve been enjoying introducing my
6-year-old son to some of my 
favorite shows and movies that
I watched as a kid. 

9:55 PM • Sep 12, 2021

Boomer
@Shempisback

Introducing my youngest to her first horror 
movie. My favorite when I was a kid. We’ve 
got the Cokes and the popcorn!

6:28 PM • Nov 6, 2021



Xavier
@barelyhispanic

One of the small joys in 
my life is finding and 
recommending shows to 
my mom that she goes 
on to binge and love. 
The most recent being 
His Dark Materials

10:35 AM · Apr 28, 2020

Here, there, and every heir —
entertainment heirlooms 
crisscross generations

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS
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While traditional heirlooms are material objects that only
one generation can cherish at a time, today’s
entertainment heirlooms are intangible and fluid and can
be shared by all generations, at any time.

The love for superhero content stays in the family as a
father chats about his favorite Justice League episode with
his daughter, a grandson introduces his grandparents to
the latest remake of The Flash, and an aunt and nephew
recreate the underwater kingdom of Atlantis in the living
room for an Aquaman viewing party. These modern-day
heirlooms are a sticky bonding agent — 64% agree
“streaming content along with members of the family who
are from multiple generations is the best way to bond.”

71%
of parents agree “my favorite type of 
content is one that can cross generations 
and I can watch with my grandparents, 
parents, and children”

68% of parents agree “viewing the same 
content gives my children and my parents 
shared interests”

63% of parents agree “my parents feel closer 
to my children when streaming content 
together than when doing other activities”

What genre(s) do 
you typically watch 
together with your 
child(ren) and their 
grandparents? 
(Top 5 responses)

COMEDY

ANIMATION/CARTOONS

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING

DRAMA

FANTASY/SCI-FI

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5



Audree Cruz
@ audreevercruz

watching mah fav movie from 
childhood wt my dad makes 
me feel like a little kid again

7:54 AM • Sep 21, 2021

Bosch
@ boschmerchant

I love forcing my child to relive my 
childhood so I get to live it again.

7:23 AM • Dec 24, 2021

THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN-DAY HEIRLOOMS
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of Millennial parents agree 
“streaming services have 

made it easier to share my 
childhood favorites with

my child(ren)”

75%

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH, Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

Streaming transforms 
content into crown jewels
Streaming is a time machine. It lets families enjoy
nostalgic entertainment of the past and also
catapults them into the future with new formats,
characters, and perspectives — 66% of parents
agree “I love watching some of my favorite
childhood shows being reimagined/remade for
the new generation of kids.”

Streaming allows parents to easily share the
entertainment they love and nourish their children
with a balanced entertainment diet — 70% of
parents agree “children should watch a healthy
mix of old classics and new shows/movies.”

68%
of parents say 

streaming content 
with their child makes 

parents feel like a 
child again

75%
of parents agree 

streaming content 
with their child helps 
parents understand 
their children’s world
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Robin Samuels
@robinsamuels525

My daughter learned 3-syllable words 
from Sesame Street. We have long 
moved away from single-syllable 
words. Toddler language is so 
developed now. It's like OMG, where 
did the child learn to say “hilarious”

5:05 AM • Feb 26, 2021

THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS

60%

58%

48%

43%

41%

EDUCATION

CONNECTION

INSPIRATION

CHARACTER BUILDING

SELF-EXPLORATION

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021       |      WarnerMedia‘s Age of Intentionalism Report, April 2021 

Collecting new family 
gems with intention
Parents are becoming more intentional about their
decisions — from how they raise their children to
where they shop to what their family streams. They
want the entertainment heirlooms that they pass
along to their children to be additive to their lives,
whether that content educates, fosters
connection, sparks inspiration, builds character, or
promotes self-exploration. We uncovered that
parents have five fundamental intentions when
streaming entertainment with their children:

83%
of parents agree that 

the pandemic has made 
them more thoughtful 
and purposeful in their 

decision-making

The five intentions parents set for their family viewing experience:

16



THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE. SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021       |      WarnerMedia‘s Age of Intentionalism Report, April 2021 

The family pyramid
of streaming needs
Like Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, the streaming
intentions fall into a framework where parents
prioritize foundational needs like education and
connection over more nuanced needs like
self-exploration. However, these intentions are fluid
and can vary depending on how old the child is,
who the child is viewing content with, and what
values parents want to extract from the content.

Self-actualization

Self-esteem

Belonging

Safety needs

Physiological needs

SELF-
EXPLORATION

CHARACTER
BUILDING

INSPIRATION

CONNECTION

EDUCATION
As the most fundamental intention, parents 
look to stream content that feeds their 
children’s brains and helps them understand 
the world around them 

When streaming entertainment together, 
parents create a sense of stability and 
closeness

Streaming fuels the imagination and helps 
children dream of what they want to
become — whether is be a lawyer, a scientist, 
a firefighter, or someone else.

Parents rely on streaming to instill positive 
values like self-love and empathy in their 
children — qualities that encourage strong 
self-esteem

Streaming is a window into multiple human
identities that children can explore

17
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48%
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A HERBO
@princesssmani

if you have HBO Max, please let your kids 
watch Crashbox. I swear that show is the 
best educational show there is … to this 
DAY I remember a lot of the cool stuff and 
big words I was taught cause of that show.

7:03 PM •  Jul 23, 

THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.         SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH, Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021   |   Google Trends (2020-2021)

Extending the 
virtual classroom
School, once a consistent part of a family routine, has been
constantly disrupted since the pandemic. As parents take
their teachers hat on and off, parents turn to entertainment
to work harder for them — using content as a co-teacher to
help fill educational voids. In fact, from 2020 to 2021, Google
searches for the “best educational shows for kids”
increased by 100% — a clear signal that parents no longer
perceive screens as the antithesis of a child’s education but
rather a necessary part of the curriculum.

Streaming is a constant source of knowledge for children at
every age. Babies enroll in their first art history course with
Classical Baby. Grade-school kids learn new vocabulary
words like “exuberant” and “reposed” from the Revolting
Slob on Crashbox. Teenagers dive deep into current
events with John Oliver on Last Week Tonight. Today,
entertainment is the permanent in-home teacher’s aide as
education is the top streaming intention for parents.

INTENTION #1: EDUCATION

73%
of Millennial parents 

believe educational kids’ 
programs can help 
improve their child’s 

academic performance

66%
of parents agree "content 

on streaming services 
teach lessons that my kids 

are not learning inside
the classroom

Breaking down education: sub-intentions 
for video time

33%

41%

51%

57%

62%To teach them new skills

To make them more knowledgeable about a subject

To encourage critical thinking 

To instill healthy habits

To expose them to different 
places not able to visit 

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5
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THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.         SOURCE: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021

Learning the
A to Zzzzzz’s
THE RUNAWAY BUNNY

Like its predecessor Goodnight Moon, the children’s
book The Runaway Bunny is a simple yet powerful
parenting tool. Not only has it helped millions of
parents transport their little ones into dreamland,
but this soothing story is also packed with
educational value. The book introduces children to
animals and the outdoors while telling a story of
independence and unconditional love.

The timeless tale is reimagined on HBO Max, taking
this bedtime story favorite to new heights with
narration by actress Tracee Ellis Ross and music by
Mariah Carey. The short film aimed at young kids
also integrates surprise-and-delight moments for
parents featuring popular hit songs, like “Always Be
My Baby” and “What a Wonderful World.”

Ramsey Hootman
@RamseyHootman

Tonight my kids stumbled upon an 
HBO animated production of The 
Runaway Bunny set to music and they 
watched the entire thing and it was a 
good reminder that my dudes are still 
actually pretty small.

12:39 AM •  Mar 26, 2021

Amy rIEGelman
@amylibrarian

I’ve now watched The Runaway 
Bunny (HBO) 3x. It’s so sweet. 
Love the music, @TraceeEllissRoss
narrating, and the beautiful 
illustrations come to life.

11:21 PM •  Mar 29, 2021

74% of parents agree they seek 
out content with teachable 
moments for their kids

Demo Spotlight
Parents of 2—5-year-olds
are 17% more likely than 
other parents to rely on 
streaming to make them 
more knowledgeable about
a certain subject

Cultural Signals

19
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43% 40% 39% 34% 33% 32% 31%
13%

To share my 
childhood 
favorites

To bond as an 
immediate 

family

To share the 
entertainment 

I’m a fan of

To create 
special moments

To expose them 
to great classics

To give us 
something to 

talk about

To connect with 
the characters 

they love

To bond as an 
extended family

THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.         SOURCES: WarnerMedia’s Entertainment Heirlooms Report, July 2021    |    WarnerMedia TBH, Tell Us About Your Family 2.0, November 2021

Practicing 
collective me-time
Life-hacking masters, parents are always hunting for new tricks
to find more time in the day. And as ever-changing pandemic
realities continue to squeeze parents’ schedules, 63% of
parents agree that they have to work harder to get energized.

In need of self-care, parents are transforming me-time into
we-time. When bubble baths, yoga classes, and other forms of
individual Zen seem out of reach, streaming provides a
sanctuary where the whole family can bond, decompress, and
have a shared sense of relief from the day.

Deep and diverse streaming libraries empower parents to find
content that’s just as entertaining for them as for their kids,
minimizing any viewing sacrifice. From Tom & Jerry to Detective
Pikachu, parents are seeking entertainment that lets them
step into their younger selves and also into the worlds of
their children.

INTENTION #2: CONNECTION

Shelbie
@Shelbietravels

Just finished watching Scoob! with 
the family and everyone loved it.
So much fun, and a huge 
throwback to my childhood.

12:39 AM •  Mar 26, 2021

Ape Loso
@apeloso_

Saw the Tom & Jerry movie 
last night with my family. I 
felt a whole bunch of dejavu
moments watching it.

9:10 PM •  Mar 10, 2021

72%
of parents agree “since
the pandemic, I enjoy 

watching content with my 
kids more than before”

72%
of millennial parents agree 
“watching entertainment 

as a family is a form of 
self-care”

Breaking down connection: sub-intentions for video time
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To give us
something to

talk about

To connect
with the

characters
they love

To bond as
an extended

family

To create
special

moments
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Family bonds as 
strong as titanium
DC’S TITANS UNIVERSE

Whether watching the original Teen Titans
animated series, the younger kids’ version Teen
Titans Go! or the new live-action show Titans,
parents who grew up reading the comics are
discovering the superpower of streaming to
help bond with their children. The Titan Universe
lets both parents and kids step into an
immersive world together and gives them an
endless list of dinner conversation topics.
Households with teenagers are no strangers to
using entertainment as conversation ice
breakers. In fact, parents of 13 — 17-year-olds
are the most likely to use streaming to give
them something to talk about with their kids.

Ariel Halwani
@arielhalwani

My kids have become obsessed 
with Teen Titans Go. Anyone 
else’s? I must say, it’s quite funny.
I enjoy the wit. It’s a good time.

9:39 PM •  May 25, 2020

Tom Stoup
@TomStoup

Picked up HBO Max, and since my kids 
like Teen Titans Go! so much I thought it 
might be fun to start off by sitting down 
as a family to check out the live action 
show about the same characters.

1:58 PM •  Dec 12, 2020

Demo Spotlight
Multicultural parents are 51% 
more likely to share their 
childhood favorites in order 
to connect with their children

Trigga tr3
@Cook3dsnow_414

Watching Teen Titans with my 
kids is one of my favorite way of 
passing times.

2:45 PM •  Sep 19, 2020
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70%
of Millennial parents 
agree “movies and 
shows have inspired 
creative activities to do 
at home with the kids”

parents agree “my 
children get bored of 
the same shows so 
streaming allows me to 
find more content to 
entertain them”

1 in 3
OVER

THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS
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Opening portals
of creativity
The search for activities that keep children
active and imaginative is a harrowing one.
As a remedy, parents are turning to
entertainment to inspire them. Beloved
characters and narratives inspire kids to
engage in fun new projects — from building
backyard reinterpretations of Wipeout’s
muddiest obstacle course to playing mad
scientist by recreating a DIY version of the
hydro-plasmatic suit in Dexter’s Laboratory.
Parents welcome this fresh crop of
entertainment-inspired activities that make
their lives a bit easier.

Beyond inspiring present-moment activities,
entertainment is a creative muse —
encouraging kids to dream big and set their
imagination free. Young viewers are
exploring a multitude of passions — whether
it’s dabbling with fashion design after being
inspired by the streetwear competition show
The Hype, or picking up a skateboard after
watching Betty, or signing up for the school
newspaper after hearing from journalist
Tamron Hall on Elmo’s Not-Too-Late Show.
Entertainment opens their minds — and
hearts — to a world full of possibilities.

Breaking down inspiration:
sub-intentions for video time

70%
47%

30%

Spark their 
imagination and 

creativity

Help them dream 
big

Offer an escape
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Molding play-Doh
dreams into reality
CRAFTOPIA

Hosted by popular YouTuber @LaurDIY — also
known as the “Millennial Martha Stewart” —
Craftopia is an epic arts & crafts showdown that
encourages kids to be their most creative selves.
In each episode, “craftestants” are given
elaborate challenges like creating 3D wall
hangings or building three-foot-tall plushies.
From the visionary celebrity judges to LaurDIY’s
pro-crafting tips, the series is filled with
inspiration for kids to get experimental with all
kinds of analog hobbies, from carpentry to
crocheting. Both young and adult viewers are
inspired to do more than recreate the beautiful
handmade creations from the show but to also
put their spin on them at home.

PrincessDoubt
@PrincessDoubt

So I am anti-slime, always 
have been. When my kids get 
it as a gift or in a loot bag, I 
take it away. Last week after 
watching the slime episode of 
Craftopia they convinced me 
to buy the ingredients to 
make our own…

12:48 AM •  July 10, 2020

Sam
@madlyhatting

Started watching #Craftopia on 
@hbomax and my kid hasn’t left our 
craft area since. She’s now making 
everybody Christmas presents from 
her, so that’s one less thing I have to 
worry about.

11:31 AM •  Nov 29, 2020

Demo Spotlight
Parents of 6—12-year-olds
are 21% more likely to use 
streaming “to inspire” vs. 
parents of kids of other ages.

72%
of parents agree that off-screen 
activities related to the content 
makes them feel better about 
their child’s screen time
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Casting entertainment 
role models
Parents have the difficult task of processing
the ever-changing world for themselves and
their children. As they navigate complex
topics like the pandemic, racial injustice, and
climate change, entertainment helps them
find the right words. It serves as a conduit for
meaningful conversations by providing a
common language for parents and children.

Tulip in Infinity Train grapples with the realities
of her parent’s divorce. Terry, Sklyar, and
Nnadji each share their respective family
challenges with parental incarceration,
homelessness, and the aftermath of war in
the docuseries Through Our Eyes. These kinds
of stories, both fictional and real life, break
down complicated human issues in ways that
are digestible for young people.

INTENTION #4: CHARACTER BUILDING

71%
of parents agree 

“entertainment is a way 
for my kids to build 

character”

of Millennial parents 
agree ”some of my kids’ 
biggest role models are 
the characters in their 

favorite content”

64%

Breaking down character-building: 
sub-intentions for video time

36%

46%

48%

61%Teach them valuable lessons (i.e., “The Golden Rule”)  

Help initiate hard conversations

Reinforce discussions I’m already having with
my child

Pass on/instill value(s)

#1

#2

#3

#4

Family time can still be spent together in front of a 
the screen if there is conversation (sparked by it)

– Parent of 13—17“
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Sam
@madlyhatting

Thanks to @sesamestreet and @cnn for 
hosting the #SesameStreet #Townhall. 
Watched with my kids and definitely 
learned several tips and strategies to 
use when talking with our young ones 
about confronting and ending #racism.

11:29 AM •  Jun 6, 2020
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Sesame Street 
Smarts
SESAME STREET

Sesame Street is a pioneer and beacon of
children’s television programming — covering
fundamental basics like letters and numbers
and the hard stuff like bullying and racism.
With a mission to help kids grow smarter,
stronger, and kinder, Sesame Street continues
to take bold steps to address important
topics for a new generation of kids. In the 60-
minute CNN special Coming Together:
Standing Up to Racism, Elmo and his dad had
an honest conversation about racial inequality
and ways to take immediate action. Sesame
Street’s Foley and Friends podcast, which
covers topics ranging from kindness to colors
to the importance of firefighters, has been
renewed for two more seasons. These types of
honest conversations are reaching new ears.

Demo Spotlight
Parents of 2—5-year-olds 
are 20% more likely than 
other parents to use 
streaming to build 
character in their children

Shannon O’Mac
@ShannonOMac

This Sesame Street podcast
was really helpful for me in 
finding language to explain
the legacy of slavery & ongoing 
racism to a young child

8:25 PM •  Jun 1, 2020

Rashmi Ganith
@RashmiGMD

My kids have experienced racism since 
kindergarten and I was always fumbling 
around with my words. The CNN townhall 
helped discuss the importance of empathy 
and how to support those being bullied. 
Well done, CNN and Sesame Street. 

11:51 AM •  Jun 6, 2020
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Forecasting rainbows 
of identity
Parents want to be known for more than their parental
status. In fact, 69% of Millennial parents want brands to
talk to them as a “whole person” with many different
attributes. So it comes as no surprise that these
multifaceted parents want their children to be exposed
to diverse human experiences and identities. As a result,
parents introduce their children to a rainbow of
characters with different genders, beliefs, abilities, and
cultural backgrounds through entertainment. These
characters help children explore and relate to their own
kaleidoscope of identities.

Above the storyline, lesson, or dialogue, parents say the
characters in kids’ entertainment provide the most
substantial value for their children — over 1 in 2 parents
agree that characters have helped their kids grow and
evolve. These role models come in all forms. As examples,
take Steven Universe’s lead stars who are futuristic
nonbinary aliens known as the Crystal Gems. In Happily
Ever After: Tales for Every Child, characters like Korean
Little Mermaid, Latinx Robinita Hood, and Creole
Rapunzel help break harmful stereotypes with their race-
bending and gender-bending attributes.

68%
of parents agree “I’m 
actively seeking out 

content for my kids that is 
diverse in all aspects”

of parents agree “I wish 
there was more diversity and 
better representation in the 
shows I grew up watching”

59%

Breaking down self-exploration: 
sub-intentions for video time

46%

48%

59%

61%Expose them to a diversity of human 
experiences

Help them express emotions

Better understand my child(ren)’s 
world 

Form healthy relationships
with aspects of their identities

#1

#2

#3

#4

When you are looking to 
encourage self-exploration in 
your child(ren), what are some 
HBO Max shows you select?

Steven Universe is a good show 
with a diverse cast and great 
role models

– Parent of 6—9
“

Batwoman [allows] my 
girls to explore their 
personal side

– Parent of 13—17
“
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Niche stories have 
universal appeal
CRAIG OF THE CREEK

Cartoon Network’s award-winning show, Craig of
the Creek follows Craig on his magical adventures
in the nearby neighborhood creek. While it’s not
the first cartoon with a Black family in the central
narrative, viewers applaud the show’s positive and
accurate representations of minorities. From
Craig’s mom rocking protective hairstyles to
Grandma Jo Jo sharing photos of her involvement
in the civil rights movement to his older brother
Bernard sporting HBCU sweatshirts, the animated
series celebrates the nuances of Black culture in
an authentic way.

Even though parents are often nostalgic for their
favorite childhood shows, they know that shows
and movies from the past lack diversity and
representation. In fact, in social conversations
around recent shows like Craig of the Creek and
Victor & Valentino, parents share that they wish
they had these types of diverse characters and
content to look up to and identify with when they
were growing up.

Demo Spotlight
Parents of 6—12-year-olds
are 25% more likely than other
parents to use streaming to 
encourage self-exploration
in their children

INTENTION #5: SELF-EXPLORATION

Beige Piccolo
@P_Huddy

Craig of the Creek doesn’t get 
enough credit for how good it is. 
Wish I had cartoons this 
committed to representation 
back in the day, man.

8:01 PM •  Oct 13, 2021

sleepy taco
@taconaptime

I really wish Craig of the Creek 
was running when I was 
growing up. I relate so much 
to the character and 
experience of playing outside 
and being an adventurous 
kid. the show encapsulates 
being a kid and wonder that 
comes with that perfectly.

10:04 AM •  Jul 14, 2021

Theyduh
@nonbinarysinner

Craig (of the Creek) 
would be my friend;
I wish I had this show 
when I was 9.

3:31 PM •  Jul 7, 2021
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From dependence to independence: 
life stage impacts intentions
Today’s parents have grappled with the stigma of screen time and fully understand that
content has value for their children and themselves. However, there is nuance to how families
are using entertainment dependent on the age of their child — Toddler parents are more likely
to leverage entertainment as an educational tool while parents of tween and teens use it as a
dynamic connector. On average, parents with kids of all ages report the same top intentions
but these intentions shift in priority as a child moves from dependence to independence.

FAMILY STREAMING INTENTIONS BROKEN OUT BY AGE OF CHILD
In which of the following ways do you lean on video time to engage your children?

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

Connection

Education

Inspiration

Character Building

Self-Exploration

Control Mood

Distract

Education

Connection

Inspiration
Distract 

Self-Exploration

Control Mood

Character Building

Education

Connection

Inspiration
Character Building

Control Mood
Self-Exploration

Distract

Education

Connection

Inspiration

Character Building
Self-Exploration

Control Mood

Distract

Parents of 
Newborns

0—1-year-olds

Parents of
Toddlers + Tots
2—5-year-olds

Parents of
Big Kids

6—12-year-olds

Parents of
Teens

13—17-year-olds

LEGEND KEY: Education Connection Inspiration Character Building Self-Exploration Control Mood Distract
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ALONE WITH PARENT AS A WHOLE FAMILY

Ra
nk

in
g

#1 Spark their imagination and 
creativity (22%) Create special moments (22%) Bond as a family (23%)

#2 Teach new skills or health 
habits (19%)

Bond as a family (21%) Create special moments (22%)

#3 Bond as a family (18%) Teach new skills or 
health habits (20%)

Teach new skills or 
health habits (20%)

#4 Expose them to a diversity 
of human experiences (17%)

Share my childhood 
favorites (18%)

Better understand my 
child’s world (17%)

#5 Share my childhood
favorites (17%)

Spark their imagination and
creativity (18%)

Spark their imagination and
creativity (17%)

THE FIVE STREAMING INTENTIONS
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The ongoing practice of 
setting (streaming) intentions
Parents’ streaming intentions also shift depending on
who is in front of the screen. The sub-intentions, or
underlying goals that parents set with each of the five
main intentions, provide a deeper look at the average
parental mindset when selecting content.

Parents lean toward content that unlocks imagination
when kids are watching alone. A show like Summer Camp
Island lets kids go on a fantastical journey with the
elephants, witches, and talking moons — all counselors
and campers on the show. When parents are co-viewing
with their children, they want to learn a new skill together.
Competition shows like Baketopia energize the whole
family to bring the new tricks they learned from the show
into their kitchen. And, when the whole household is
watching together, the goal is to maximize bonding.
Nothing works better than dusting off an entertainment
family relic like the “blast from the past” film Free Willy.
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FAMILY STREAMING SUB-INTENTIONS BROKEN OUT BY VIEWING SCENARIO
What are your top motivation(s) for your child when they are streaming content… 
(alone, with a parent, or with the whole family)?
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Finding the perfect 
genre-intention
pairing
For every intention, there is a go-to genre
for parents. They turn to otherworldly
sci-fi shows to inspire, dramas to build
character, comedy to share a laugh and
foster connection, and documentaries to
encourage learning and self-exploration
in their families.
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#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

EDUCATION

DOCUMENTARY

SCI-FI

COMPETITION

NEWS

ADVENTURE

CONNECTION

COMEDY

GAME SHOW

REALITY

DRAMA

SPORT

INSPIRATION

SCI-FI

DOCUMENTARY

ADVENTURE

DRAMA

MUSICAL

CHARACTER
BUILDING

DRAMA

REALITY

ADVENTURE

DOCUMENTARY

COMPETITION

SELF-
EXPLORATION

DOCUMENTARY

ADVENTURE

SPORT

SCI-FI

REALITY

TOP GENRES BROKEN OUT BY INTENTION
What genres are the most useful in each of your selected streaming intentions? 
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Parents are becoming more lenient about
screen time, especially with streaming, but they
continue to be cautious about which brands
they bring into their lives. To build deep
relationships with consumers, marketers need
to be as intentional with their advertising as
parents are with the brands and content they
welcome into their homes.

In this new world, brands need to be purposeful
of when, how, and where they show up in the
lives of their consumers. Just like entertainment
is already part of the family, brands can earn
their place in the home by adding value and
being complementary to family and kids’
programming.

THE MARKETER’S PLAYBOOK OF HOW TO REACH FAMILIES
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Shaping the new 
parental rulebook

68%
of parents want brands 
to be more intentional 
about how they show 
up in the content their 

family is watching

32

Brands can be more intentional when reaching families by:

Embracing the 
trust halo

#1 #3
Getting closer 
to beloved IP

#2
Inspire parents with 

creative experiences

#4
Aligning with 

viewing intentions

of parents agree “I trust 
brands that have more 

value to offer than simply 
advertising their product 

to children”

70%



While 1 in 3 parents say they trust the content and
environment of streaming services more than other
platforms, real trust is built over time. With over
a century of developing award-winning kids’
programming, WarnerMedia’s commitment to
families crosses generations through timeless
characters and stories from Scooby-Doo to The
Jetsons to Harry Potter.

Parents expect brands to show up in their lives with
great intention and care, so how and where
brands show up matters. Iconic and groundbreaking
programming has a positive halo effect for brands —
69% of parents agree they trust brands more if they
advertise around high-quality content. This trust halo
is further intensified when tied to a top-tier service
like HBO Max — 67% of parents agree they have a
better opinion of a brand when it’s associated with a
premium streaming service.

THE MARKETER’S PLAYBOOK OF HOW TO REACH FAMILIES
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The trust halo — how and 
where you show up matters

69% of parents agree they trust brands 
more if they advertise around
high-quality content

of parents agree they have a
better opinion of a brand when 
it’s associated with a premium 

streaming service

67%
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#1
1 in 3

parents say they trust the 
content and environment of 

streaming services more than 
other platforms

61%
of parents agree “I’m more likely 
to trust an ad if it runs during one 
of my favorite shows” (24% more 
than gen pop)

KEY LEARNING



77%
of parents agree “I like 
when brands use their 

messaging to spark 
creativity and 

imagination in children”

After over two years of parents wearing too
many hats, it’s not surprising parenting burnout
is at an all-time high. Parents are seeking
systems of support everywhere, from WhatsApp
Group Chats to Reddit meme forums to their
neighborhood wine club. Brands that empathize
with parents’ struggles, provide moments of
relief, and arm parents with a springboard of
ideas to keep their kids engaged become an
“essential” in the household.

WarnerMedia’s award-winning programming
has proven to be an essential tool in parents’
arsenals for entertaining the kids on-screen and
off-screen. Some kids are playing mobile games
from their favorite shows like We Bare Bears and
The Amazing World of Gumball on the Cartoon
Network’s Arcade app. Others are leaning into
analog activities like building high-tech bunkers
with their Wonder Woman 1984 Lego set.
WarnerMedia’s IP does the heavy lifting for
brands by offering infinite permutations of
activities that keep the kids engaged and the
parents relieved.
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Inspire parents with creative 
experiences for the family

34

#2
KEY LEARNING

of parents agree “I appreciate 
when brands collaborate with 

entertainment franchises to 
create new immersive 

experiences for my
family off-screen”

70%

of parents agree “I like 
when brands help parents 

find creative ways to 
keep children occupied”

72%



of parents agree “I often 
make a purchase for my 

family/children after 
watching an ad on a 

streaming service”

61%

As parents become more deliberate in the brands they
choose to bring home, streaming continues to successfully
break through the brand receptivity barrier by inspiring all
family members to shop.

From tasting the chocolate frogs and candy slugs from
Harry Potter’s infamous sweet trolley to buying Rick and
Morty’s official soundtrack to be transported straight into
The Rickverse, our iconic shows and movies drive families
down the purchase funnel. More importantly, they inspires
consumers of all ages to replicate entire worlds they see on
their screens in their homes.
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IP unlocks the 
purchase funnel
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#3
KEY LEARNING

of parents agree their 
children influence them on 

what to purchase from 
what they watch on 
streaming platforms 

64%

64%
of parents agree they are 
inspired by the characters, 

actors, and stories in 
streaming services to make 

purchases in their life 

64%
of parents agree “brands 
that advertise during the 

family’s/children’s favorite 
shows are top of mind

for me”

Top five categories kids have influenced 
their parents to purchase:

TOYS & PUZZLES

ENTERTAINMENT

CLOTHING

FOOD & BEVERAGE

TECHNOLOGY

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5



The reasons why parents and families turn
on a specific show are nuanced — and it’s
dependent on the value they want to
extract from the content. As parents
watch their kids move through life, there
are notable changes in the family’s video
consumption mindset. To effectively reach
families, brands must understand these
complexities and align their messaging
with parents’ entertainment intentions.

At WarnerMedia, we create compelling
Kids & Family content that matches
parents’ top intentions when streaming
with their families. From providing
edutainment to toddlers with Little Baby
Bum to fostering family connection during
Sunday’s ACME movie night to promoting
self-exploration for teenagers with shows
like Gossip Girl we satisfy families’ content
appetite with a full menu of entertainment
for every streaming intention possible.
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Align with viewing intentions 
to create impact#4

KEY LEARNING

74%
of parents agree “I like 
when brands match the 
tone of the content my 
children are watching”
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METHODOLOGY

We partnered with Leflein Associates to deploy a nationally representative survey of
1,000 parents 18–54 with at least one child 0–17 in the household to investigate the
nuances of the rising trend of intentionalism and its impact on families’ use
of streaming. For specific themes, we also tapped WarnerMedia’s proprietary panel –
TBH – surveying Millennial parents to understand the various ways they are using
entertainment as part of their parenting toolkit.

WarnerMedia TBHPartner Leflein Associates

Quantitative SurveyResearch Design 5 Quantitative Surveys
Qualitative Interviews*

N = 1,000 A18–54 Surveys: N = 500 A18–37
Interviews: N = 100 A18–37

Sample Size

July 2021 July – December 2021Fielding Date

Parents 18-54 with kids of 
multiple ages: 0–2, 3–5, 
6–2, and 13–17

Screened Audience Parents 18–37

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE.

*Includes qualitative interviews executed from October to November 2021 in partnership with Smarty Pants

Methodology
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LOOKING AHEAD

What’s next…
Entertainment Heirlooms is part of a series of
cultural and behavioral research reports from HBO
Max that are designed to process the now and
forecast the future.




